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Tell us your name and where you are now – which 

country and town

In the Chat Box
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Session Plan

Welcome and 
intro: 5

Input from 

me: 20

Breakout 
groups: 20

Large group / 
chat box / 
Q&A: 10 

Resources & 
Wrap up: 5 
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Highlight some psychological defences that can emerge 

around climate change and the ecological crisis

Consider what your role – as a professional coach or mentor 

– might be around these issues and what it might mean to 

‘Coach with the Earth in Mind’.

Share a simple framework for you to take away to explore 

climate change / ecological crisis on both personal and 

professional levels.

Session aims – to:
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Executive Coach, psychotherapist/ counsellor and supervisor of 

individuals and groups

One of Nancy Kline’s Time to Think global faculty, teaching and qualifying 

coaches and facilitators in the Thinking Environment®

Extinction Rebellion speaker, trainer and trainer of trainers; joined XR in 

October 2018 – a first time activist

Member of the Oxford Climate Society and Student at the Oxford School 

of Climate Change 

Increasingly working with individuals and organisations involved in 

sustainability field or in mitigating impacts of / creating solutions towards 

reducing climate and environmental change or damage

About Me
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Raising the Alarm in Coaching

Together with Zoe 

Cohen & Alison 

Whybrow, authored 

an “Open letter to 

Coaches, the 

Coaching & Coaching 

Psychology 

Professional Bodies 

and Coach 

Educators” in July 

2019
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A Collaboration is Announced

29th May 2020:

From the Climate Coaching 

Alliance: 

“Five of the major 

professional bodies have 

collaborated together to 

make a joint statement 

about our ecological crisis 

and the role of coaching.”

A special mention and well 

done to Eve Turner!
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And in the News
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About You

• Have you encountered challenging issues related to climate 

and ecological crisis in your supervision or coaching 

practice?

• If so, have you known how to handle them? If no, what 

might that mean?

• Have you been feeling anxious yourself about it?

• Have you experienced guilt, shame, anger, indifference to 

CC?

• Have you taken action that has given you a positive feeling 

of a way forward? 

• Have you not felt able to engage with it?
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Psychological Threat

“Climate change and ecological crisis pose profound psychological 

threat: 

- existential threat; 

- threat to the integrity and stability of self-identity; 

- and threat to self-esteem, life plans and internalised 

expectations of the future. 

We are reminded of the fact of our eventual death, and the 

morality of our behaviour, is challenged.”

(Crompton and Kasser, 2009).

Source: www.climatepsychologyalliance.org/handbook/304-coping-and-defences
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Psychological Defences 

(aka Defence Mechanisms)
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Some Common Defence Mechanisms

Repression

Displacement

Projection

Identification

Projective identification

Introjection

Splitting

Rationalization

Sublimation

Denial

Idealization

Distortion

Humour

Intellectualization

Reaction formation

Regression

Acting out

Withdrawal
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Per Espen Stoknes

• Distance: It’s not here / it’s on another continent / it’s next century / it’s outside my 

circle of influence.

• Doom: Looming disasters make us fearful. People can habituate to it and get 

apocalypse fatigue. 

• Dissonance: Inner discomfort (perhaps with values) -the person feels like a hypocrite 

and doesn’t like it. “My diet makes no difference”.  “The climate is always changing; one 

plane journey won’t make an impact”. 

• Denial: If we keep silent, and ignore it, we might find refuge from feeling guilty. I might 

be aware, but I live like I don’t know.

• Identity: “Alarmed activists and scientists aren’t like me. They’re trying to stop the 

Government from helping us to grow and prosper but I care about my family”.  “I make 

my own decisions about how I live my life. I’m not a puppet”. Cultural identity starts to 

override the facts. 

. 
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Questions

Might we need to face more into our own 

defences and if so, what would that entail? 

If yes, how? If not, why not?

Might we need to encourage our clients to 

consider the earth / environment as a 

stakeholder in the system and what would that 

entail?  

If yes how, if not, why not?
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Breakout Groups

Q: Given the client’s or our own defences that 

may be at play, could or should we “Coach with 

the Earth in Mind?” 

In other words, as professional change agents, 

what is our potential role in this climate and 

ecological crisis?

Would 1 person summarise and feed back to us all 

afterwards?  (Without sharing personal content of group 

members please)
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To Take Away
Some Aspects to Consider around CC

The Climate 
and Ecological 

Crisis 

(The earth as a 
stakeholder?)

1. Coach’s 
personal / 

family life –
impacts, 
anxieties

2. Coach’s 
concern for 
their own 
business –
impacts, 

choices, ethics

3. Coach’s role 
in working 

with the wider 
system includ. 

Knowledge4. Client’s own 

business / 

employment –

impact, 

choices, ethics

6. Client’s 
organisation –
wider role in 
facing into CC

THE 

CONTRACT
5. Coach’s skill 

in being with 

client’s 

existential 

anxieties

© Linda Aspey 2020
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Resources

Climate Coaching Alliance: Coaching Bodies Joint Statement: https://mcusercontent.com/45b80693aaafa6cce0364d5fe/files/126b7d9b-885c-4081-9600-

061b1392b34d/AGREED_JOINT_STATEMENT_on_CC_Prof_Bodies_Final_290520_007_.pdf?fbclid=IwAR2VvQlgFstBsB5_Fmbeg8CTDLMM0d-

mDddj6Zhp9qmlzpf7VKk8xQI-C0s

Websites:

Climate Psychology Alliance: www.climatepsychologyalliance.org

Climate Coaching Alliance: www.climatecoachingalliance.org

Linda Aspey: www.aspey.com/climate-crisis

Climate Outreach: https://climateoutreach.org/resources/how-to-have-a-climate-change-conversation-talking-climate/

Articles:

Coaching with the Earth in Mind, Coaching Today, February 2020: https://www.bacp.co.uk/bacp-journals/coaching-today/january-2020/coaching-with-the-

earth-in-mind/

Facing the Reality of Climate Change, Therapy Today, March 2020: https://www.bacp.co.uk/bacp-journals/therapy-today/2020/march-2020/in-focus/

The Earthquake, The Chasm and the Puzzle”, Neil Scotton, Coaching Perspectives (Assoc for Coaching), October 2019, Iss 23 

https://enablingcatalysts.com/wp-content/uploads/Association-for-coaching-magazine-Neil-Scotton-article_compressed.pdf

Call for Multi-pronged Coaching Response to the Global Climate Crisis, Zoe Cohen, Alison Whybrow & Linda Aspey, Coaching at Work, September / 

October 2019, Vol. 4, Issue 5 https://www.coaching-at-work.com/2019/09/13/climate-crisis-news-call-for-multi-pronged-coaching-response-to-the-global-climate-

crisis/

Videos:

Zoe Cohen: An introduction to what it means to be a "Climate Conscious Coach" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpdjF6xPcSw&t=59s

Per Espen Stoknes: www.ted.com/talks/per_espen_stoknes_how_to_transform_apocalypse_fatigue_into_action_on_global_warming



Thank you

email: info@emccuk.org
call: 0345 6460155
tweet: #EMCCUK
www.emccuk.org


